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October 26, 1990

2CAN109016

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Licensee Event Report No. 50-368/90-021-00

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B), attached is the subject
report concerning pressurizer and steam generator low pressure variable
setpoint trips not calibrated in accordance with Technical Specification
requirements due to inadequate procedures.

Very truly yours,

)&.m:

James J. Fisicaro
Manager, licensing

JJF/LAT/ sgw
Attachment

cc: Regional Administrator
Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000'

Arlington, TX 76011

INP0 Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle, 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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On. September 27, 1990, during a review of surveillance procedures-it was discovered
that.setpoint tolerances specified in the Plant Protection System (PPS) calibration
and monthly testing procedures would allow the Pressurizer Pressuro-Low Variablo |
setpoint (VSP) cards and the Steam Gonorator Prossuro-Low VSP cards to be set such

~

that Technical Specification (TS) requirements could be exceeded during a plant
'~ cooldown and depressurization. Procedures worn changed to specify new tolerances

and calibration checks woro performed on all four PPS channola. Some of the values
for thoso paramotors were found to be slightly (approximately 1 psia) greater than
allowed by the TS. .The trip sotpoints were changed while performing the calibration
procedures. The root cause was determined to be personnel errors resulting in the
procedural deficiencies. A review of other ANO 1 and ANO-2 procedures used to
ad.)ust and' verify trip notpoints will be performed. There was no safety
significance related to this event.
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A. Plant Status

At the time of discovery of this condition, Arkansas Nuclear One, Uni ~ , ; ANO-2)
was operating in Mode 1 (Power Operation) at 100% power with the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) [AB] at 2250 psia and RCS temperature at 580 degrees Fahrenheit.

,

B. Event Description

On September 27, 1990, as part of a project initiated to ensure plant procedures
are adequate to satisfy the surveillance requirements of Technical
Specifications (ANO Business Plan Item C.1.4), it was discovered that the
setpoint tolerances specified in the Plant Protection System (PPS) [JC)
calibration and monthly functional testing procedures would allow the
Pressurizer. Pressure .- Low Variable Setpoint (VSP) Cards and the Steam Generator
Pressure - Low VSP Cards to be set such that Technical Specification (TS)
requirements could be exceeded. These VSP cards, which are part of the bistable
trip units, allow the trip and pretrip setpoints for these parameters to be
manually reduced during a plant cooldown and depressurization and automatically
increase the trip and protrip setpoints during a plant heatup as system pressure
is increased. The VSP feature is provided for the four Pressurizer Low Pressure
bistable trip units (one in each PPS chonnel) and the eight (1 for each S/G in '

each PPS channel) Steam Generator Low Pressure bistable trip units.

IThe applicable TS require.nunts during a planned reduction in RCS or S/G
pressure, specify: (1) the margin between actual pressurizer pressure and the
Pressurizer Pressure - Low Trip Setpoint to'be less than or equal to 200 psia,
(2) the, minimum value of the Pressurizer Pressure - Low Trip Sotpoint to be
greater than or equal to 100 psia, and (3) the' margin between actual steam
generator pressure and the Steam Generator Pressure-Low Trip Setpoint to be-less i

than or equal to.200 pala. These requirements are contained in footnotes to TS-

Table 2.2-l'(Reactor Protective Instrumentation Trip Setpoint Limits) and TS *

Table 3.3-4 (Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Instrumentation Trip1

Values). The tolerances specified in the monthly testing and calibration
procedures would have allowed (1) the n.argin between the actual pressurizer
pressure and the Pressurizer Pressure - Low VSP trip setpoint to be a maximum of
203.25 psia (2) the minimum value of the Pressurizer Pressure - Low VSP trip to
be approximately 78.75 pala, and (3) the margin between actual steam generator

-pressure and the Steam Generator Pressure - Low VSP trip eetpoints to be a
maximum of 201.3 psia.

On September 28, 1990, the procedures were changed to specify new tolerances,

which would ensure the TS requirements were met. Calibration checks were
performed on all four PPS channels. The actual as-found values indicated that
the margin between the pressurizer pressure and the VSP Low Pressure Trip
setpoint for the pressurizer would have been slightly above (1 psia) the 200 '

;

| psia TS requirement in two of four channels during a plant cooldown and
y depressurization. Also, the minimum VSP

w___
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1.ow Pressure Trip setpoint for the pressurizer was determined to be slightly i

below (1 psia) the 100 psia minimum TS requirement in one of four channels. The ,
'as-found margin between steam generator pressure and the VSP Low Pressure Trip

setpoint was determined to be slightly above (1 psla) the 200 psia TS
requirement in one of the four channels for both Steam Generator 'A' and Steam
Generator 'B'. The trip setpoints were appropriately changed while performing
the calibratfon checks.

C. Root Cause i

The root cause of this event was determined to be personnel errors resulting in
the procedure deficiencies. Personnel responsibic for development of the
procedures and reviewers of the procedures failed to recognize that the ;

tolerances allowed by the procedure could result in trip setpoints which did not
satisfy the TS requirements.

The TS requirements are contained in footnotes to Tabic 2.2-1 and Table 3.3-4
and are not listed in the " Trip Sotpoint/ Allowable Value" format as the other >

trip setpoint values included in the Table. For this reason, a perception of ,

the vsp function as an ' operational feature' rather than as a ' required trip
setpoint limit' contributed to the failure of the procedure originators and i

reviewers of the procedures to ensure the specified procedural tolerances would
'not allow the limits to be exceeded. :

D. Corrective Action

A review of procedures which adjust and verify setpoints for the ANO-2 PPS and *

, the ANO-1 Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safeguards Actuation Systems and
Emergency Feedwater Instrumentation and Control System will be conducted to :

assure compliance with TS. Emphasis will be placed on identifying and verifying
actpoints'which.are specified in areas of the TS other than explict tabular
listings (e.g., footnotes, action statements, TS Bases, etc.).
This review will be complete by November 30, 1990.

The project which resulted in identification of these procedure deficiences 1s
~

continuing. This review is identified as an ANO Business Plan. Item (1 tem C.1.4)
to verify that plant procedures adequately implement TS surveillance
requirements.. The review is scheduled for completion by July 1, 1992.

.
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E. Safety Significance
,

Although th's setpoints for some of the VSP cards were found to be inconsistent
'I

with TS requirements, there is no actual safety significance related to this ,

event. The VSP cards and related trip functie s remained functional and the
actual difference between the as found setpoints and the TS requirements were j

negligible (1 psi). At least two channels for each trip function were set j
within TS requirements. Additionally, the ANO-2 safety analysis does not credit |
or assume operation of this PPS trip function during plant cooldowns or heatups
as part of any analysis of design basis events for the plant.

F. Basis For Reportability
,

1

A review of previous calibration procedures indicate that setpoints for the
,

-Pressurizer Low Pressure VSP trips, the minimum allowed Pressurizer Low Pressure I

. VSP Trip value'and the Steam Generator Low Pressure VSP trips had been left
slightly outside of TS requirements. Therefore, it was concluded that during
previous plant cooldowns and depressurizations the TS requirements had not been
satisfied. This condition constitutes operation in a condition prohibited by TS
and is reportable pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

G. ' Additional Information ;

Investigations following identification of this problem revealed that a similar
event involving a TS specified value for Pressurizer Low Pressure Trip Bypass :

also contained in a table footnote had occurred on June 17, 1986. As a result
'

of that event,. described in LER No. 50-368/86-016, corrective actions werea

initiated to perform a review of other PPS "setpoints" to ensure.they were
conservative with respect to T5 limits. This review was performed; however, the
procedural. discrepancies related to the Pressurizer Low Pressure VSP, minimum
Pressurizer Low Pressure VSP value or Steam Generator Low' Pressure VSP ' discussed
in this-report were not identified during this effort apparently because as
previously discussed these setpoints were viewed as being related to an'
operational feature of the PPS rather than as TS limits.

,
. . i.

'Energy Industry Information system (EIIS) codes are indicated in the text as
[XX).
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